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My team:
technology enhanced
learning, music & research
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language is a virus ...
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getting better at learning
= 
getting better at getting better
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we can afford to disrupt learning
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all learning resources available to all
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will not solve all the problems
but will act as motor for innovation
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http://lreforschools.eun.org/
131.436
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http://portal.mace-project.eu/ 
166.637
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“Better problem”: abundance
but some way to go...
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more is just ... more ?
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23http://www.thelongtail.com/ 
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“better problem”
but still: a problem
from scarcity to abundance
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snowflake
• because all learning is personal
• and should be “just right”
• because we are moving to abundance
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information overload
filter failure
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27
loads of good examples in music
iTunes Genius, last.fm, pandora.com, tunify.com,  blip.fm, 
deezer.com, grooveshark.com, mufin.com, yamelo.com, 
jango.com, imeem.com, musicmesh.net, jiwa.fm, ...
and many many many many more
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snowflake in music...
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We do NOT (need to) understand how music works!
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http://erikduval.wordpress.com/2008/09/10/laptop-fun/
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